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• Wildlife

• Phone service

Cherries blamed for
campus bird fatalities

False 911
calls frequent

By Kathryn Ritchie
Assistant City Editor
Fermenting cherrieson the trees
in front of Nutting Hall seem to be
having a intoxicating effect on cedar waxwing birds,causing some to
fly straight into the building's large
windows after possibly mistaking
them for blue sky.
So far, the death toll may be as
high as 30,but an accurate count is
hard to keep because scavengers
like racoons orcrows carry the bodies away and leave only scattered
remains.
"The casual passer-by isn'teven
aware of the problem," Judy
Markowsky, faculty associate in
wildlife, said. "If you didn't know
what to look for, you wouldn't see
it."
Angela Nelson,a wildlife graduate student, said people have been
concerned about the problem in the
past,but it's been a matter of who'll
get the ball rolling toward a solution.

By Kathryn Ritchie

Last year hawk sillouettes were
Assistant City Editor
taped to the windows to discourage
the birds, but that doesn't appear to
It's a common occurance: Stuhave helped,said Angela Matz,also
dents start to use the phone and
a wildlife graduate student. New
then think they might have acciideas include putting up nets or
dently dialed 911.So they hang up
even ropes in front of the windows.
the phone in a panic, and don't
"I think it would be easier to get
answer when it rings right back.
the trees out of there. However,
But most people don't know that
people like trees too,so it's kind of
even if they hang up quickly,their
controversial,"Markowslcy said she
telephone and room numbers have
thought cutting the trees would
already appeared on a computer
avoid saddling the short-handed
screen at Public Safety, and the
janitorial staff with the extra work Students aren't the only forms of wildlife on campus experi- officers are obligated to check out
encing intoxication.This cedar waxwing appears to be feeling
of maintaining nets.
the call. In the last year, officers
effects of fermented cherries. (Jeff Tuttle Photo.)
the
"The choke cherries make an
have responded to more than 240
awful mess inside the building," She pointed out that the problem cause this is the building that hous- hang-up 911 calls, and not one of
said Robert Dubey,ajanitor at Nut- only happens for a month or two es the wildlife and ecology depart- them proved to be an emergency.
ting Hall for 11 years."I wish they each year when the berries are ripe. ments,".
The birds are native to the area
would chop them down asfar asI'm
Building manager Louis Morin
concerned."
and are fairly common during the did not want to comment on the
Dubey added that he found five summer,said James Gilbert,chair- situation.
dead birds last Monday,and that he man and professor of wildlife reWhatever ideas or solutions
once watched a robin fly straight sources. The birds spend winter in come about to solve the problem,
into the ground after snacking on Panama and migrate in flocks of nothing will be done until next year,
the berries.
hundreds during this time of year, Nelson said.
Matzsaid cutting the trees down he said.
"The damage has been done
would be the most drastic option.
Nelson said"It's so ironic be- this year," she said.

• Winter blues

Women the focus of depression study
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
A University of Maine doctoral candidate in clinical psychology is looking for volunteers for her study on the winter
blues, also known as seasonal
affective disorder.
"I'm looking for women over
18 years old to participate in a
three-part study on SAD," Kelly
Rohan said. "My study will examine women in the fall, winter
and spring/summer seasons."
Rohan said women will be
asked to fill out a questionnaire
for part of the research. The
same questionnaire will be used
for each session. Participants
will be paid $20 for each session
they participate in. Individuals
interested in the study can call
Rohan at 581-2058.
The study will begin in the
fall and continue through the
winter before ending in the
spring. Participants must not be
involved with therapy or psychological counseling.
"SAD affects a significant
population in Maine, about 30
percent of the state's population, most of them women,"
Rohan said.
"The most research on SAD
has been done by psychiatrists'
or biologists' perceptive," Assistant Professor Sandra Sigmon
said. "This study is being done

by a psychological perspective."
Sigmon said people who are af-

fected by SAD feel tired, have less
energy and eat more foods, like
pasta,that are rich in carbohydrates.

Dancing bear

"Some say that 75 percent of
the population may be affected,
but we're talking an extremely
significant amount of people,"
Sigmon said."They may be tired
and crave carbohydrates, but
they may not be restricted in
their activity. For some, they
can't get up and socialize because they get more depressed
as the winter comes."
Sigmon said the diagnosis
of SAD usually takes a while to
make because before it can be
diagnosed a person must follow a pattern of depression occurring during the winter
months.
Rohan said that although not all
women may not be affected with
SAD, many feel more tired and
sluggish during the winter months
and experience a weight gain.

Charlie Chandler, assistant director of Public Safety. (Courtesy Photo.)
"I'm glad the service is there,
but! won't say it isn't frustrating
to handle that many hang-ups,"
Alice Lewis,a dispatcher at Public Safety, said. "What I wish is
that people would stay on the line
long enough to say 'Oops, I'm
sorry.—
"The telephone system we
have at UMaine makes it very
easy to dial 911,"she added,refering to the calling procedure that
requires people to dial "9" to get
offcampus,followed by a"1"for
long distance calls.
"We talked about (changing
the 9), but it's really an industry
standard," said Les Shaw, assis-

See BLUES on page 5

See 911 on page 3
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• Equality

• Suppressed

Burmese officials 'prevent anarchy' Women demand voting rights

1

RANGOON, Burma (AP) — They walked on the opposite side of the street
Sunday, none daring to approach the gun-wielding riot police blocking all paths to
the home of Aung San Suu Kyi.
Unlike Saturday's moments of defiance, including a group of teens who taunted riot
police by shouting the pro-democracy leader's name, University Avenue was model of
repression Sunday.
Authorities cordoned off Suu Kyi's compound Friday to prevent her political party,the
National League for Democracy, from holding a three-day congress, and to block her
customary weekend address to the public.
Police on Saturday rounded up nearly a hundred of Suu Kyi's supporters — and
passersby — but there were few arrests at roadblocks Sunday.
Military intelligence officers roamed the streets, stared coldly at reporters and followed
them. Pro-democracy supporters, afraid to stop and talk or otherwise identify themselves,
smiled discreetly at reporters, whom they recognized from previous gatherings, to demonstrate their allegiances.
The government hasjustified the clampdown as "a pre-emptive move to prevent unrest
and anarchy," according to a statement Saturday night.

KUWAIT(AP)— Kuwaiti women won't be voting or running for office in next
week's parliamentary elections. But if the campaign they launched Sunday succeeds, they'll be at the polls and on the ballot in 2000.
About 300 women — including many lawyers,doctors,artists and other well-educated
Kuwaitis — and scores of male supporters are trying to change the 1962 election law that
gave only men the right to vote and run for office.
"Please stand up and give yourselves the credit for making the impossible happen
today," Lubna Seif Abbas told fellow activists,each of whom wore a tiny blue ribbon,their
symbol for the voting rights drive.
Abbas promised an educational and lobbying campaign to win women the right to vote
and run for office. As a first step,her group organized a symbolic,one-hour work stoppage
Sunday,the first in this traditional Muslim society, and said 570 women complied.
Women in Kuwait can hold jobs, drive cars, go to school and travel abroad unaccompanied. Still, society is highly segregated. Boys and girls attend separate schools and
weddings often involve separate parties for women and men.
Women seldom are invited to the nightly election campaign rallies; when they show up,
they're confined to separate tents.
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• Agreement

Tunnel sparks fighting;
U.N. signs resolution
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — With the United
States abstaining, the Security Council passed a
resolution late Saturday that indirectly calls on Israel
to close a tunnel that touched off fighting between Israelis
and Palestinians. The vote was 14-0.
The opening of the tunnel near Islamic holy sites in
Jerusalem led to four days of gunbattles and rioting that has
left 72 dead.
The resolution calls for the "immediate cessation and
reversal ofall acts which have resulted in the aggravation of
the situation."
It also "calls for the safety and protection ofPalestinian
civilians to be ensured."
The United States had long opposed bringing the Palestinian-Israeli dispute before the Security Council.
"We've been working non-stop to try to set up a meeting
between the two parties," U.S. Ambassador Madeleine
Albright said after the vote. "We abstained because we
wanted to make sure the parties on the ground had the best
possible opportunity to conduct this meeting."
Washington has been pressing for talks between Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu.

• Perfection

Chinese administrators
applaud ideal citizens
ZHANGJIAGANG,China(AP)— The good citizens of Zhangjiagang dismount from their bikes to
cross the city's immaculate pedestrian shopping street
— even when no one is watching.
"We used to need someone here to tell people to get off
their bikes. Now they do it themselves," said Zhang Kaiping,
a local government spokesman.
Zhangjiagang is like no other Chinese city. Its main
market is dirt-free; vendors must wash all vegetables and
remove spoiled leaves before entering. Its spotless roads are
neatly laid out with lanes for cars and bikes, and red lights
aren't ignored.
The gritty chaos that rules in the rest of China has been
banished. In the city of 800,000 people, only 60 miles but a
world away from the frenetic port of Shanghai, life is clean,
officials work hard and citizens follow the rules.
It's also not much fun. Locals say they go elsewhere to
revel in the freewheeling dance halls and karaoke bars that
line the streets in most Chinese boomtowns.
But this is the China envisioned by Jiang Zemin,general
secretary of the Communist Party.
The party's central committee is expected to endorse that
vision — a nationwide Communist morality campaign embodied by Zhangjiagang — at its annual closed-door policy
meeting, expected to be held in the next few weeks.
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Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Mostly sunny. Highs in
the mid 60s.

Tuesday's Outlook
Partly sunny. Highs 65
to 70.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...Scattered
showers north. Fair south.
Thursday...Showers likely.
Friday...Chance ofshowers
mountains and north. Fair
elsewhere.
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• Workshop

Rite

Aid

contemplates construction of Orono store

By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
The town of Orono will hold a workshop
tonight to discuss the possibility ofRite Aid
using 11,000 square feet in order to build a
new store.
The meeting is at 7 p.m. in the Town
Chambers located next to Christy's, Gerry
Kempen,the Orono Town Manager said.
Kempen said Rite Aid owns the 11,000
square foot property starting on the hill
across from China Garden,and that it wants
to build a new store at the site.
"Rite Aid asked for the workshop,
which is hosted by the town council,to see
how people felt about developing the west
side of Main Street. They'll explain their
plans and do a lot of listening to how the
people feel," said George Gonyar, the

chairman of the Orono Town Council.
"There will be no action. This is a workshop, not a town meeting. No decisions
have been made."
Kempen said Rite Aid has not made a
proposal to the town, but has expressed an
interest in developing the site.
"There's definitely no decision; there
hasn't been a proposal," Kempen said."Rite
Aid wants to find out from the town what
most people think and want."
Kempen said some concern has been
expressed over demolishing the three buildings at the site because of their historical
value and fear the town would lose character.
"Some people say it's free enterprise,
some say it'll ruin the character of Orono's
downtown," he said.
Kempen said Rite Aid expressed its de-

The Study Skills Program
Tharsdays•3:15 p.m.
Totman LoungeMemorial union
October 3•Time Management
Dwight L. Rideout
A series ofone-hour seminars designed to offer helpful
tips on improving a variety ofyour learning skills.

Free er open to the public.

Considering Retirement?
•1 hour of your time may help you
change your entire financial future..

On Thursday October 10th, Brian
Bernatchez from LPL Financial Services
will be hosting 2 seminars and an evening
reception in the Bodwell Lounge of
the Maine Performing Arts Center. For
the past decade, Brian has specialized
in retirement planning for educators. He
has worked with many retiring University
of Maine faculty to develop personalized
investment strategies for retirement.
Schedule for Retirement Seminars and Reception
Bodwell Lounge Thursday October 10th
10:00-11:30 am - Retirement Seminar
1:00-2:30 pm - Retirement Seminar
7:00-9:00 pm - Evening Reception, meet Brian's
staff & University of Maine clients.

Seating will be limited, so call
Holly at 1-800-897-1338 and
make your reservations.

sire to develop the land,and is willing to build
it according to how the town feels it should be
built, but the company also wants the new

store to have a drive-through pharmacy.
"The meeting tonight is to listen to people's concerns," Kempen said.

911

from page 1

tant director ofinstructional technologies.
"We would have to retrain everyone."
Shaw said he thought a lot of the false
calls came from international students calling home, misdialing the "011" code. But
Lewis said the calls are made by students,
faculty and staff alike.
Public Safety has had an enhanced
911 system in place since September
1993. Developed by Mike Conlogue and
Peter Gunn from telecommunications,the
enhanced system gives the dispatcher the
exact location of a 911 caller. The old
911 system could retrieve the caller's
number but couldn't pinpoint the location if more than one phone existed for
the same number, such as a professor
who might have the same lab and office
phone number. The new system is designed to read each phone's unique line
equipment number.
Conlogue said the system is one of a
kind as far as he knows.
"We happen to be on the leading edge
of the rest of the country," said Charlie
Chandler,assistant director of public safety. He added that the system only works
when the community understands what

it's intended for.
"If you happen to misdial, stay on the
line and say 'sorry.' Or if you hang up and
they call back, for gosh sakes answer it,"
Chandler said.
Lewis said dispatchers don't have to
write a report or dispatch an officer if they
can reach a hang-up caller by phone. When
a hang-up caller isn't reached, she said
Public Safety has a duty to make sure
everything is OK in the room. Lewis
stressed that when a dispatcher calls back
and asks questions about the caller's address and Social Security number, it's foi
a legally required report, not because the
caller is in trouble.
Lewis said she has received a wide
range of excuses for the false calls, from
"the fax machine did it," to"I was hooking
up my computer."
Both Lewis and Chandler said they
felt that more community education about
the system would decrease the number of
hang-ups. Lewis estimated that slightly
more than half of the calls Public Safety
receives are false calls.
It takes police officers away from situations where they're needed more,Lewis said.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus
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Dorothy Clarke Wilson is an internationally known writer and peace-maker who lives
n
"Arbitratio
essay,
her
for
prize
a
won
she
College,
Bates
at
Orono. In 1925, while a student
lifelong
her
of
beginning
the
was
prize
this
that
says
Wilson
Dorothy
Instead of War."
encourage
commitment to research and writing on social issues and world peace. Now,to
for the
award
annual
$500
a
established
has
she
t
today's students to share that commitman
Peace."
for
ity
Responsibil
"Taking
topic
the
on
wrtitten
essay
most compelling
All
The recipient will be determined by the Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Committee.
the
for
elgible
are
Maine
of
University
the
at
enrolled
currently
undergraduate students
competition. Previous winners are not eligible.
TOPIC:
for
The committee invites participants to address this year's topic,"Taking Responsibility
global or
national,
campus,
social,
personal,
contexts:
following
the
of
any
within
Peace,"
universal.
AWARD:$500
FORMAT:
Standard format: Typed, double-spaced, one-inch margins
considered.
Length: 700-1500 words. Essay clearly exceeding 1500 words will not be
Copies: Four copies must be submitted.
author's name,
Identification: Each copy must include a detachable cover sheet containing the
the first page
on
appear
also
must
title
The
title.
essay
and
number,
phone
class, local address,
of the essay. The author''name should not appear there.
SUBMISSION:
Send to: The Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Commitee
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, ME 04473
by October 25, 1996
EVALUATION CRITERIA:
Both substance and structure are important; the committee is especially interested in insight,
originality, and thoughtfulness.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Members of the Wilson Center Board of Directors, University of Maine faculty(including
Peace Studies representatives), students, and the campus minister.
The winner should be able to attend the Wilson Center Annual Dinner on Friday evening,
November 8, to receive the award.
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• Environmental crisis

Casco Bay oil spill plagues local fishermen
PORTLAND(AP)— Cleanupcrewscontinued to remove oil from the waters ofPortland Harbor on Sunday, two days after a
tanker slammed into a drawbridge, spilling
170,000gallons offuel oil.Fishermen,meanwhile, wondered when they could get back to
work and how they would be compensated

for their loses.
Portland Harbor remained closed, but the
Coast Guard said it would allow small commercial vessels to come and go aslong asthey
called in their plans first.
"We don't want to impede the commercial fishing industry," Coast Guard Cmdr.

The perfectfacilityfor all
your special events.
Spring Formais•Dances
Fraternity and Sorority Functions
• Two Function Halls
• Room A Seats 300+
• Room B Seats 150
• Includes Setup & Cleanup

• Bartender Available
• Catering Available
• Handicapped Accessible
• Bussing Can Be Arranged

reN
,)0s,01c1 Town Elks
-4-4'

Lodge No. 1287
290 N. Fourth St, Extension • 827-8498

Do you
belittle in
ghosts?

Burt Russell said to dozens offishermen who he said. "I'm not taking a chance by selling
turned out for meeting Sunday afternoon.
contaminated lobster."
ButEugene Bellanceau,alobstermanfrom
McAleney,a wholesale dealer,buysabout
Windham, said his son couldn't even use 25,000 pounds of lobster a day. Lately, he
their boat if he wanted to — It's covered in hasn't bought any.
thick, black oil.
"The protection of the marine environ"Our boat was white,butit's black now," ment remains our number one priority," said
he told officials."We set 300 lobster traps a Cmdr.Russel"A great deal ofpeople remain
year and now we can't set any."
actively involved in this extensive recovery
Bellanceau and otherfishermen with oiled operation."
boats, were urged not to use their vessels,
Containment and cleanup efforts started
because it would just create an small oil shortly after the Liberian-flagged tanker hit
slicks.
the Million DollarBridge on Friday morning,
George Blake,executive vice presidentof tearing a 30-foot gash in the ship's hull and
Maritime Overseas Corp., which owns the damaging the quarter-mile drawbridge.
tanker, the Julie N, apologized to fishermen
After the crash, 170,000 gallons of heat"for the destruction this unfortunate accident ing oil and the boat's own fuel spilled into the
has caused." He assured that they would be Fore River that runs between Portland and
compensated for damage to their boats, gear, South Portland. As of mid-day Sunday, 300
and lost income. Fishermen were urged to cleanup workers from up and down the Fast
take claim forms at the meeting.
Coast had recovered about 300,000 gallons
"Wedo recognize the financial impacton of oil and water. Officials refused to specuyou and the fisheries. We intend to deal fairly late on what percentage ofthe spilled fuel had
with you," he said.
been recovered.
The DepartmentofMarine Resources has
Four miles of containment boom snaked
issued a ban on fishing, lobstering and shell- around the 560-foot Julie N,which remained
fish harvesting.The ban on shellfish —clams docked at a terminal about a mile upriver
and mussels — extends as far east as from the damaged bridge.
Harpswell.
Workers from federal and state wildlife
Pete McAleney,owner ofNew Meadows agencies searched for birds injured by the
Lobster in Portland, was concerned about the oil. About a dozen birds were being treated
immediate impact to the fisheries, but also by wildlife rehabilitators at an emergency
the long-term reputation of Casco Bay lob- center at the South Portland Armory. The
ster.
Marine Animal Rescue Unit, which is affil"Ifthey smell like oil we'll refuse them,"
See TANKER on page 5

C
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10% discount on services to
all University students.

Tanning & Fitness Center

aso (itching

Complete Hair & Nail Care
Aerobics Monday-Thursday Evenings

25 South Main Street
Old Town,ME
827-2456

Beginning October 1st: Mon-Fri, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat 12 p.m.-5 p.m.

come see America's top
6bost nunters

RESEARCH REPORTS
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD
ORDERING
HOT LINE

800-351-0222

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave., #206-RR, Los Angeles, CA 90025

tuesDay, October 8, at 7 pm in 5auck
Attbitorium

they
will make
you
Mime!
Sponsered by the Guest Lecture Series

WE'VE
MOVED!

That's right, Newlin/Carlson
Wagoallt Travel has moved. We
hove relocated to a more
coaveident location. We are
Noe located k the Memorial
Union, left side at the bookstore.
(1Ithe old Post Oftke location)

Traver
NEMNS/CarisonWagonh 1040.•
Stop by today to plan your:
•
• Campos/Business Travel
• Holiday Trips
• Spring !freak Getaway
• Special Cruise
• any travel needs you have
01 cell as at 5SI-1400 or 1-S00-370-0999
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Tanker

from page 4

• Search

iated with the New England Aquarium,surveyed the harbor for seals affected by the
spill.
Lois Winter,ofthe U.S.Fish and Wildlife
Service,said eight seals were spotted Sunday
swimming in oil-slicked waters. Winter said
that when oil gets into their fur,the seals can
lose buoyancy, lose insulation and suffer
hypothermia.Clumps offur may also fall out.
The seals did not appear distressed, but
Winter said it takes several days for the oil to
affect the mammals.
The Million Dollar Bridge, meanwhile,
remained closed to traffic Sunday, but operators were able to lower and raise the drawbridge. The Maine Sunday Telegram reported that the 80-year-old bridge may have
moved about 2 inches when the boat hit, and
engineers were uncertain whether the two
spans would align when the drawbridge was
closed.
The National Transportation Safety Board
was investigating the crash but said it could
be months before a cause is released. A local
harbor pilot was on the tanker's bridge when
the ship, which is 10 feet narrower than the
95-foot opening in the drawbridge, hit the
bridge on one side then bounced to the other
side.
The captain and crew of the Julie N are
Korean,and officials will investigate whether there was a language barrier between the
captain and the local pilot, said Coast Guard
spokesman Dave Silva.
"English is the language of the sea,"
Silva said, noting that all captains entering
U.S. waters need to understand nauticalterms
in English. 'Whether pronunciation was a
factor' is part of the investigation, Silva said.

Blues

False report costs police thousands
WATERVILLE (AP) — A hoax triggered an extensive river search Saturday costing thousands of dollars and involving dozens of public safety personnel, police said.
The search was initiated early Saturday
morning when a man reported seeing another
man fall off the Waterville-Winslow bridge
and into the Kennebec River.
"He just fabricated the whole story,"
Deputy Police Chief Joseph Massey said.
Daniel Palow, 35, of Winslow, was
charged Saturday with filing a false report

and theft. Palow was released after posting
$100 cash bail.
Palow told police that he had been in a
fight with another man while walking across
the bridge, Massey said. Palow claimed the
other man fell over the guardrail with a bicycle and into the water during the scuffle.
Massey said the initial report, "because
of what he said and the fact that there was a
bicycle down there," touched off the search
involving police and fire crews, a team of
state police divers and an air search by a

National Guard helicopter.
By mid-afternoon Saturday, Palow admitted stealing the bike and making up the
story. Palow told police he started to ride the
bike home to Winslow when he feared he had
been seen. Rather than risk getting caught
and charged with theft, he tossed the bike off
the bridge, then went to the police station
with his story about the fight, Massey said.
Massey said authorities wanted to seek
restitution in connection with a charge of
filing a false report.

from page 1

"I'm hoping to find a psychological
continuum to SAD. Most of the research
has been medical," Rohan said. "I hope
to add seasonal psychological variables
coordinated with cognitive variables. The
way people think about winter coordinate with feelings of sadness over the
winter."
Sigmon said people with SAD can be
treated by using a light lamp for 30-34

Kelly Rohan.(Nate Geyerhahn Photo.)
minutes every morning; however, there
are presently no psychological treatments
for SAD.
Rohan said her research on SAD may
lead to developing psychological treatments for SAD.
Rohan said her research began while
working with Sigmon on a study of
depression. During the research, they
discovered there were fewer people depressed in the summer than in the winter.

Save The People You Call UpTo44%.
For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-mir AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
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• On tour

Pearl Jam packs Augusta Civic Center and tears it down
The band left once again and only Vedder
rendition of"Sometimes,"which wasfollowed to a guy from Detroit who had made it off the
He talked about a letter he received
returned.
RodDennis
song,
the
through
Halfway
streets.
by "Hail, Hail," both from the band's recently
Staff Writer
who had a particularly rare bootleg
fan
a
from
hair.
blond
bleached
his
with
out
walked
man
released"No Code" album."Animal"sent the
by his ex-girlfriend a year ago. The
stolen
tape
and
shoulders
his
on
Vedder
hoisted
Rodman
Pearl Jam,one ofthe mostpopular contem- crowd into a slam-dancing frenzy that subsided
the only other time Vedder
contained
bootleg
song
This
singing.
kept
Vedder
as
around
spun
porary rock bands in the world, treated 8,500 only during the slower songs."Spin the Black
song,so Vedder asked
next
the
sung
ever
had
building.
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many
for
did
it
as
mind,
my
blew
fans to an excellent show that lasted more than Circle," "Tremor Christ" and "Not for You"
he sang itfor the guy to
as
quiet
be
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crowd
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stage
the
left
band
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song
The
two hours Thursday night at the Augusta Civic were solid, intense versions that kept up the
a year. It was Jackson
in
time
first
the
for
hear
an
for
return
to
band
the
for
waited
crowd
pace of a really driving set.
Center.
which literally
Patriot,"
a
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"I
Browne's
encore.
"In My Tree" which has been played too
The Seattle-based group played Augusta as
entire audiThe
silence.
into
crowd
the
stunned
of
versions
stellar
through
blasted
band
The
the fifth show in a 13-show tour of North many times recently on local radio stations,
sung what
he
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Vedder
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solely
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ence
and
"Daughter"
"Evenflow,"
Are,"
You
"Who
dnunwork
tribal
America and played whatcan only be described sounded excellent, as did the
to an
ending
emotional
yet
soft
a
be
to
seemed
memfeaturing
song
last
The
Here."
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the
to
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of Jack Irons, the latest
as extraordinary show.
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ForPearlJam to play this tour,it had to shun "Betterman"calmed the
the massive authority ofTicketmaster,the larg- firstofmany songs where the audiencejoined in
est ticket seller in America, and settle with on the words. The version of"Corduroy" was • In the Den
FT&T,a California company that sold tickets fierce.
"Jeremy" was phenomonial. It was probaby phone orders only. Needless to say, many
fans were left outofthe show,which sold out in bly played too much on MTV,but seeing the
be at our show."
band wailing away on it was very cool,as was By James Wright
less than seven minutes.
The band's worst fears were almost
As recently as the week before the show, having the entire crowd's"arms raised in a V." Arts Editor
as the Den was sparsely populated.
realized,
"Red Mosquito" came next, then the band
tickets were being scalped for more than $200.
Thursday night's performance at the Butcrowd or no crowd,the show must go on.
But FT&T also had anti-scalping tactics and took off with "State of Love in Trust."
The music of Gumshoe, advertised as
Then the undisputed anthem "Black"sent Bear's Den was economical,to say the least.
released tickets with no publicity other than an
A pitcher of good beer costs under five well-crafted pop-rock or "Boston fuzz pop,"
800 number on the World Wide Web the Mon- the entire crowd into exhilaration. This song's
energy cannot be captured adequately to be put bucks at the bar(a deal), the tunes were free, drew instant comparisons to bands like the
day before Thursday's show.
The concert itself was superb. Pearl Jam into words. The energy level rose with a ver- courtesy of Gumshoe, and so was the view, Gin Blossoms, Buffalo Tom, Paul Westerallowed fans to make audio recordings of the sion of"Habit," which sounded far better than courtesy of one lunar eclipse, which turned berg and the like. Representative of the Boston club scene, Gumshoe mixed strictly forshow and also sold a limited edition T-shirt, the album version, then went even higher as out to be the highlight of the evening,
the band lauchecl into "Rearview Mirror,"
Gumshoe, a pop-rock trio from Boston, matted and structured songs with a touch of
which was sold only at the Augusta show.
At8 p.m.,the lights dimmed and The Fast- which went into a jam that lasted for several found itself with the unenviable task ofcom- distortion for an "alternative" feel.
"It's a youthful, alive, upbeat sound,"
peting with Pearl Jam, which was playing a
backs, a Seattle-based hardcore band,took the minutes.
Katsos said of their music. Although GumVedder was constantly talking about the few miles down the road in Augusta.
stage. Their sound was fast and aggressive,
"There were a lot ofcops on the road on shoe's tunes lacked firepower and musical
reminiscent of early Bikini Kill meets Fugazi. lunar eclipse that was slated to happen that
They played for 40 minutes and Eddie Vedder night, and hejoked that the only thing as big as the way here," said George Katsos, the genius,they communicated well on stage and
— posing as a masked sumo wrestler — joined the moon was Dennis Rodman. As he talked singer/guitarist between songs."We asked definitely enjoyed themselves, a sentiment
before "Alive," he asked people in the crowd one at a stop what the deal was, and when
them for their last song.
See GUMSHOE on page 7
Pearl Jam took the stage with a stirring where they were from,and dedicated the song we found out, we didn't expect anyone to

By Michael Reynolds

Gumshoe eclipsed by the moon

• On the field

How to enjoy a warm afternoon in the autumn sun
By James Wright
Staff Writer
It wasn't Bumstock, but it was a quality flashback at the Hilltop field on a
sunny September Sunday.
Chiaband, back for another year of
groove injection therapy,entertained those
brave enough to enjoy a perfectly good
afternoon in the sun. Sounds painful,
doesn't it? When mom and dad go home,
the last thing you want to do is have some
fun. Of the few who came, some kicked
hacks,some broughtlawn chairs,and some
even came covered in mud.
Debuting some new material Sunday,
Chiaband never gets raw and itchy with
constant scratching. With the addition of
six new tunes, a set from this sextet of
improvisational impresarios should be fuller and unpredictable.
Check out Chiaband this Saturday at
Rupununi's in Bar Harbor,a building these
guys almost tore down last summer.
A potpourri of musical flavors was
being served with a dash of DJ Shade and
his merry band of sketchballs running the
turntables. When the bands were slacking
off, the hip-hop was keeping their heads
ringing and everyone busy. After Chiaband's set break, Shade joined the band
during an instrumentaljam that could happen again at some point,so keep your eyes
and ears open.

If you didn't stick around for Boogieman,you should insert your heel into your
posterior repeatedly. A funk ensemble
from Boston, Boogieman — fresh off of
Saturday night's gig in Bar Harbor — welcomed the opportunity for a picnic-like

"relax session" in the afternoon on the
lawn.
"Planet X" was the opening tune and,
as busy as it was, Boogieman was not
exactly taking the day off. They came to
play,and with three,sometimes four drum-

mers, these fellows laid down a fat beat
and shouted out ska at the Sunday sky.
The Bumstock field could be a lure for
Boogieman come April.
What were you doing Sunday afternoon again? That's too bad.

Chiaband — (I to r) Dave Gagne,John Brookhouse, Brenden Reilly, Aram Khavari(hidden), Adam White and Mike Cahill
— enjoys the sun on the Bumstock Stage Sunday afternoon. (Stef Bailey Photo.)
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Blow your horn

John Cooper leads his trio during its
TGIF performance on the Memorial
Union patio on a beautiful Friday afternoon. (Stef Bailey Photo.)

• Names

Elvis sighting; Madonna still pregnant
LONDON(AP)—Thelatest Elvis impersonator is a chip off the old block.
There's the same shoeshine-black cowlick, the same lippy smile, the same long,
elegant nose — but this time they're attached
to a young woman's body.
Lisa Marie Presley sports her dad's famous ducktail hairstyle in photos splashed
across an English newspaperon Sunday,wearing a 1950s-style bikini.
Ten months after her divorce from pop
icon Michael Jackson, she told The Sunday
Express she is modeling for Gianni Versace
and reconciling with first husband, drummer
Danny Keough, the father of her son and
daughter.
The tribute to her father doesn't extend to
some ofhis excesses. She keeps to a minimalist diet and describes her late father's fashion
tastes as "gaudy."
"I mean ... the fur coat when I was 4!"
exclaims Presley, now 28. "In the heat of
Memphis!"
NEW YORK(AP)— Madonna had nightmares that endless dancing during the making
of"Evita" was going to hurt her unborn baby.

Gumshoe

The singer-actress summoned a doctor to
have the fetal heartbeat checked in the middle
of an arduous dance sequence that she had
repeated at least 15 times in 36 hours,she says
in the October issue of Vogue.
"OK,I didn't Icill it," she recalled thinking
after the test. "I can go back to the set now."
Pregnancy took its toll. Madonna complained of feeling exhausted throughout the

Y
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Stop Smoking.
American Heart Alta
Association

DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS

eovtge,
A.Vivxs-Fovl
A SOLO PIANO CONCERT

1001146ts
6611f- -HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
"
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS • ORONO
Wednesday, Oct. 23 • 7:00 pm

from page 6

all attending to join for a glimpse at the lunar
with which the audience could relate.
Gumshoe currently has one released CD, eclipse late Thursday night.It was a welcome
Too Deepfor Your Daddy, and has released respite from ballads about candy bars and a
eight vinyl singles in the last four years. real-life "In Bloom" video,sans cross-dressKatsos took time to plug themselves between ing and stage wrecking.
Even without angst and a mosh pit, an
almost every tune for an extra special barevening with Gumshoe was worth the price
gain.
Justin Meyer,bassist, and Mark Flynn on of admission. Did I mention pitchers were
the drums,rounded outthe trio, which invited really cheap?

production and had to use furs, purses and
other props to camouflage her swelling tummy.
She also told Vogue she thought ex-husband Sean Penn got married last spring as
"some sort ofknee-jerk response to me,if you
must know. When it was revealed that I was
pregnant My reaction was,this is Sean trying
to be dramatic."

Info & Charge by Phone 207-581-1755 or 1-800-MCA-TaX
Please help support The Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen by bringing
a donation of non-perishablefood to the concert.
Also appearing at:
CHURCH:Sat, Oct. 19•207-879-1112
PARISH
PORTLAND • FIRST
WATERVILLE OPERA HOUSE:Mon,Oct. 21 •207-873-7000
Lookfor George's latest release, LINUS & LUCY - THE MUSIC OF
VINCE GUARALDL at yourfavorite music store.

The Prism Concert Series SEA/OCB/ASAP

GROOVE (grca):
To cut a groove or grooves

A situation or activity to which one is especially well suited :
MMW found their groove creating insane music.
A pleasurable experience: I cannot wait to groove to

Medeski Martin It Wood
thursday

october 3

8:00pm

Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
$10 UM students - $15 public

before MMW

Tickets available @:
. MCA box Office
t
C? Bull Moose Records

581-1755
tdd/tty 581-1888
800-MCA-tbcx

during MMW

t Bad Habits
MMW is the ultimate
groove music/acid jazz
band. The sounds of
MMW inflate your mind
and body, causing an
insatiable desire to
groove, dance, and just
relax... -Joe Simkins
MMW has played with
PHISH. They have also
played on the Horde Tour,
and the New Orleans Jazz
Festival...

visit our web site: http://www.asap.um.maine.edu/mmw

Rupununi's
t Colby Student Activities Office
t Bates Student Activity Office
(in person)

support from

after MMW
the comprehensive fee program & funding committee
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• Commentaries

Calling the shots
Roberto Alomar was one of the most
respected players in majorleague baseball. He played second base with grace,
style and flair. He could hit as well as
anyone in the game and always seemed
like the perfect gentleman.
That was until Friday night and Saturday morning.
Friday, in the first inning of the Toronto-Baltimore game, Alomar disputed
a called third strike by home plate umpire John Hirschbeck. Alomar and
Hirschbeck had words, which is not
unusual, and Alomar retreated to the
dugout. From in the dugout, Alomar
continued the dispute and Hirschbeck
threw him out of the game. Alomar and
Baltimore Orioles manager Davey
Johnson jogged onto the field to protest
and that's when things got really heated. Alomar and Hirschbeck gotinto each
other's face and Alomar, yelling at Hirschbeck, spat in the umpire's face before the two were finally separated.

Defending himselfto the media Saturday morning, Alomar said,"I don't have
nothing against him. I used to respect
him a lot. But he had a problem with his
family; his son died. That's tough for
anyone. But he changed personality-wise;
he's gotten more bitter."
Naturally, Hirschbeck was enraged
when he heard of Alomar's comments.
He charged the Orioles' locker room and
threatened to kill Alomar.
Alomar's actions were unacceptable.
Arguing an umpire's call is one thing.
Spitting in an umpire's face and bringing
up the memory of his dead son is completely another. Alomar showed total disrespect for Hirschbeck as a person and
should be penalized. While Hirschbeck
sat out the next-to-last game of the season, Alomar helped Baltimore clinch a
playoff spot Saturday night by hitting a
game-winning homer. As Hirschbeck's
fellow umpire Jim Joyce said,"The wrong
guy is sitting out this one."(S. Martin)

• Column

Uniform education
Jeff Tuttle

Appearances can
be deceiving.
They can also be
devastating for an economically disadvanPalestinian leader Yasser Arafat has lem than a gigantic step backward in the
taged student who
lost control ofhis people,but Israeli Prime peace process. When Palestinian youths
longs to flash the latMinister Benjamin Netanyahu has clear- took to the streets on Wednesday, the
a
desperate
est
fashion
and
in
expensive attemptto
ly lost all touch with reality.
charismatic hard-liner declined to interNetanyahu grins and gleefully absorbs rupt his tour of European capitals. Ironi- impress the students with full closets. This meanthe applause of his blood-thirsty support- cally, this tour was designed to convince ingless competition has transformed the corridors
ers, but offers no concessions to the Pal- the European leaders that the new Israeli of our nation's public schools into the adolescent
equivalent of the glittering runways
estinians, who had negotiated successful- administration was dedicated to peace.
ly with the late Yitzhak Rabin and his
Netanyahu should order the closing of of Paris, where appearance reigns
successor Shimon Peres. Since the tough- the Jerusalem tunnel, as ordered by the supreme.
Students are competitive by natalking Netanyahu took office, bloodshed UN,to prove that he is truly dedicated to
ture.
They compete in the realms of
has been frequent but unnecessary.
peace. Instead, he will have his henchIt's hard to read Netanyahu's percep- men appear on U.S. news broadcasts and academics, athletics and social
tion of the crisis as he simultaneously arrogantly assert that this government has standing. For students who strive to
relishes the attention from the world but no obligation to discuss any of its actions fit in, academics often take a back
seat. Popularity becomes the ultiignores the United Nations resolution to in Jerusalem with the Palestinians.
close the 400-yard tunnel that runs under
The Israeli leader has his heels dug in mate goal for children who seek
the Al Aksa Mosque, a sacred site of and any concession to Arafat will make acceptance from their peers, but
Islam. In its first 100 days, this new him seem weak to his followers. This there are many obstacles in the way.
Personality and intelligence have
Israeli government has succeeded only in world has seen its share of belligerent
little
to do with popularity in such a
inciting its followers to violence and de- egomaniacs who are bent on the destrucmaterialistic
and competitive atmostroying the tentative Israeli-Palestinian tion of another people. In his upcoming
sphere.
whose parents
Students
peace.
visit to the United Sates,Netanyahu should
don't
to buy them a
have
the
money
Netanyahu seems to view the recent take the opportunity to act logically and
new wardrobe every Augustsimply
riots as more of a public-relations prob- negotiate in good faith. (J. Tuttle)
have to settle for less. Sadly, settling for less not only applies to
clothing but acceptance from their
wealthy peers.
Parents can tell their children that
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
appearances don't matter and kids
Editor-in-Chief: Jeff Tuttle
are cruel, but, despite its validity, this assurance
only
goes so far. As a society, we can attempt to
Business Manager: Ayn Pongan
this problem by taking steps to level the
alleviate
City Editor: Melissa Paquette
social and academic playing fields within our
Production Manager: John Brookhouse
nation's schools.
When President Clinton encouraged public
Paul Livingstone, News Editor
Chris Grimm, Web Manager
school
systems to adopt school uniforms, those
Scott Martin, Sports Editor
Leigh Fulda, Advertising Manager
who
stayed
awake for his address at the DemoJames Wright, Style Editor
Bill Bates, Network Manager
cratic
National
Convention raised their eyebrows
Gibran Vogue Graham, Opinion Editor
Judy Crockett, Asst. Business Mgr.
in
surprise.
Viewers
wondered how a connoisseur
Joel Page, Photo Editor
Carole Bombard, Ad Adviser
Kathryn Ritchie, Asst. City Editor
Adviser
Kneeland,
Doug

Tunnel vision
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of the counter culture could possibly entertain such
a conformist proposal.
Republicans would say the president is just
stealing another one of their conservative ideas
and pretending to be a moderate before the election. Democrats would say Clinton is a visionary
in the educational arena and a no-nonsense disciplinarian.
Despite his motivation, Clinton has addressed
the education issue in a realistic manner. Instead of
blaming teachers or unions for the perceived underachievement of our students, he has proposed a
creative and plausible strategy for alleviating unnecessary pressure on our youngest
citizens.
Academics need to be stressed
in our schools. School uniforms will
help to create a formal and disciplined atmosphere in which students
take their education seriously. The
next generation will be allowed to
concentrate on the work at hand and
not be so obsessed with appearances or approval.
Individuality does not have to be
sacrificed forthe institution ofschool
uniforms. Students have individuality of thought and the ability to
distinguish themselves from their
peers in more meaningful ways than
the adoption of a wardrobe. Positive individuality such as this can
serve as an example to America's
youth that external differences are
superficial and pale in comparison
to true original thought.
Any level of conformity will
not be popular among the student body,but adults
sometimes have to make decisions for their children and address a larger social issue. By supporting the institution of school uniforms, President
Clinton has laid the groundwork so children can
be judged by their talents and intelligence, not by
their income and appearance.

School
uniforms will
help to create
a formal and
disciplined
atmosphere
in which
students take
their
education
seriously.

(Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism major and
editor in chief°Pile Maine Campus.)

Editorial Policy

The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions must include full
name, address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. Submissions may be edited for length, taste and libel.
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• Column

Let your voice be heard

community can take note. The editorial
pages of The Maine Campus are meant
„
to
be a forum for the community to ex.,
press
ideas in, a place to voice opinions
...
.
and
take
a stand on issues that affect us
...,
' .,-Johnny all.
,..'(\OAF
wakes up one
One viewpoint, one opinion cannot
Rieig!
-ry '
MYER
'
.
morning,
represent
all. When members of the
hops
k
WOWS!
in the shower, community read something they don't
gets dressed and agree with, they should get over their
,o'
, ), V
t•-'uvilk.'
,--,
_:.....-,
1
)
t.
,
4
makes
his
way
first his inhibition to let their opinion be heard,
across
campus
4
1,
1
j
: P
71, lli
Tig--_,..07:: -,
,,,
first
class
of
the
day.
On
his
way
past else the voice of the community will
'I .t' ''
'
'
''
(
fi '
11 f '
Memorial Union, he picks up
be the voice of only one
the new edition of The Maine
and that, my friends, is not
Campus. Something to read
democracy.
in class, he thinks.
Voicing opinions is not
• Letters to the Editor
In the middle of a lecture
a practice to apply solely to
on Freudian psychology,
newspapers. Elections are
Johnny
stumbles
across
a
colanother
opportunity to ex•Student representation
umn in the paper concerning
press yourself; maybe the
uniforms in public schools.
greatest opportunity there
To the Editor:
government and the agencies that we as legisla- The column's author expressis. Taking part and casting
I would like to take this opportunity to tors fund.I can promise you this: The Universi- es the need for school
uniyour vote in elections,
speak to your readers about the race for state ty of Maine will know no greater ally in Augusforms to help us take educawhether they be national,
representative in District 121 encompassing ta than Sean Stillings.
tion, seriously.
state or even General Stuthe greater Old Town area. As a candidate for
I would like to take this chance to express
"That's bullshit!" Johnny
dent Senate elections, alstate representative, I realize that this election my hope that all of the students, faculty and thinks. "What kind
of conlows members of a commuis very important to the University of Maine as administrators feel free to contact me with
formist dog would want to
nity to help shape the coma school and the students themselves. As a your questions, suggestions and any input that
take away our freedom to exmunity they live in and the
recent graduate of the University of Maine, I you feel will help me as a future legislator press ourselves
through our
way they live.
have not forgotten the great education I re- make decisions regarding the University of clothing and image?"
If students at the Univerceived and the importance that the University Maine. I can be reached at home at 827-4390
As Johnny reads the colsity of Maine have a probof Maine system plays in the state of Maine. or at work at 827-311. If you feel that you umn top to bottom,
his eyes
lem with parking and don't
The economic and social issues facing Maine want to help me bring the university's views to settle on a small
box below
say anything, then nothing
are greatly tied to the university.
Augusta,thenjoin my campaign.Together we the source of his frustration.
is going to change. HowevAs a student who had to work hard and can make the university a top priority in the In the box are the
words
er, if those students raise
struggle to pay for my education, I realize that Legislature.
"Your opinion matters. Write
their voices to be heard, they
we in the Legislature need to make you the
Sean Stillings a letter to the editor."
have a chance at solving their problem.
students, a major priority. We need to provide
Candidate
Holy light dawns on Marblehead, Bat- They can write a letter to the paper exmore funding to the university that will be paid
Maine House of Representatives man!
pressing their concern and, by voting for
by cuts in waste and mismanagement in state
District 121
Johnny sees the outlet for his frustra- the student senate candidate they trust to
tion. Between the id and the ego, he represent them best, they give their prob• Column
tears out a page from his notebook and lem a voice.
begins,"To the Edit r..."
So the next time someone polls you
What Johnny h s just done is tak- for your concerns about the campus
en a step toward becoming part of or you pass by a GSS voting table or
the democracy of whichthis country you read something in the paper you
tanker has a breadth of85 feet.
is all about. He h4s accepted that he don't agree with, remember: Your
Paul
Yes, this technique works probably 99.8
strongly e ough about some- opinion matters.
feels
Livingstone
percent of the time and the Korean crew and
thing to voice hi opinion and let it
captain have extensive piloting experience,but,
be heard.
(Gibran Vogue Graham is opinion edillustrating whatis considering the environmental damage at stake,
This is lesson from which the whole itorfor The Maine Campus.)
already
evident some failsafes need to be introduced.
around the country,
Reviewing the record of accidents that
demand has again have taken place at the Million Dollar Bridge,
outstripped safety. it should be renamed the Million Dollar
The disastrous oil Shoal. Every harbor has its share of accispill at the Million dents, but the overall cleanup costs have far
Dollar Bridge in Casco Bay shows thatforeign outstripped the million dollar mark.The pervessels can't always provide a means of trans- manent environmental destruction can't be
portation with the gear or state of repair neces- calculated, nor can the value of the direct hit
sary to successfully navigate the tricky waters taken by the local fishing industry. Already
of the Maine coast.
the temporary closure of Portland Harbor in
What caused the accident? Several possibili- the peak of the lobster season has cost fishties: negligence on the part of the local pilot, ermen thousands of dollars.
Captain James Mooney, negligence on the part
Where was the backup system? The elecof the crew of the Liberian craft or equipment tronic equipment? The value both of the oil
failure. Nobody in the know is talking yet.
and our environment is justification enough to
OK, picture this: a 560-foot oil tanker (the establish a better system of shipping oil in and
Julie N)that, once underway, has an incredible out of Maine. Our aspirations as an economic
inertia (you can't easily stop it) and is being force depend on the aggressive marketing of
guided solely by an experienced local pilot who our state, and a clean record speaks volumes to
relays instructions from the bridge by voice to a companies who value efficient operation and
crew that speaks Korean.The local pilot gauges a clean environment.
the position of the ship by leaning over the rail
and judging by experience. The opening under
(Paul Livingstone isjunior English major
the Million Dollar Bridge is 95 feet wide; the and the news editorfor The Maine Campus.)

Gibran
Vogue
Graham

The
editorial
pages of The
Maine
Campus are
meant to be
a forum for
the
community
to express
ideas in ...

Harbor hit-and-run
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Your Daily
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Entertainment

By Sally Brompton

By Israel Skelton
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I NEED TO HIRE
A PROGRAMMER
FOR MY PROTECT
TEAM

by
Scott Adams

OUR POLICY IS TO FIRST 1
SEEK CANDIDATES
FROM toITHIN THE
COmPANy. IF NONE
IS QuAl.IFIED, YOU
MusT USE A SOCK PUPPET.

HOW MANY OF YOUR
POLICIES ARE DESIGNED
FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE
OF SATISFYING YOUR
SADISTIC TENDENCIES?

I'VE DIVIDED OUR
PREPARATION TASKS
INTO TWO GROUPS:
UNETHICAL AND
UNPRODUCTIVE.

I'LL TRAIN OUR DEPARTMENT

*it
4
WE'LL. BE HAVING AN
150 9000 AUDIT SOON.
THEY'LL CHECK TO SEE
IF WE FOLLOW OUR OWN
DOCUMENTED PROCEDURES
FOR EVERYTHING
WE DO

0

1ALI. OF THEM.
SOME ARE JUST
MORE OBVIOUS.

TO LIE TO THE AUDITOR.
YOU CAN DOCUMENT OUR
INANE
PROCEDURES.
.1
NO FAIR'
YOU DID
UNETHICAL
LAST TIME
TOO!

—m.11
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AW,
I PAT IT WIN
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FINGER INTo
EACIA °NE, TI-1EN
PUT TI-AE °NES
YoU DON'T
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For Monday, September 30
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
can't change the world. You can only change
yourself. But if by changing yourself you make
the world a better place, then you can claim to
have done your bit and more. You can be a
force for good this year. But first you must be
good to yourself.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may
be an adventurous individual, but you still like
to know what is coming next. Your sixth sense
may be telling you that your world is about to
change in ways you hadn't expected, but remember that most change is for the better.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): The simple
things in life bring most pleasure, so keep it
simple this week and don't be tempted to gamble everything on one big score. If you can't
make ends meet it isn't because you don't have
enough in your life, it's because you want too
much.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): It's important today that you maintain a responsible outlook — you can't afford to waste time on things
that don't really matter. There's a time to work
and a time to play, a time to have fun and a
time to be serious.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Some people need to be constantly pushed — they operate best with someone standing over them telling them what to do. Others are capable of
setting their own deadlines and sticking to them.
Be sure your category is the right one for you.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 23): The time has
come to decide what is serious and what is
superficial. A planetary aspect will no longer
allow you to fudge the issue: Some things matter, and some don't. Each has its place in the
overall scheme of things, but the dividing line
must be clearly drawn.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It doesn't
matter if others say you're being pedantic or
critical. If you aren't satisfied with certain arrangements, you have a duty to ask a few questions. How eagerly others answer those questions will determine how eagerly you give your
support.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): There comes a
time when even Librans must forget about being fair and do what suits them best. You've
done your utmost to accommodate the needs of
others. Now do something for yourself, even if
those who depend on you start to complain.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You may
be willing to take a risk, but is your decision
based on concrete information or a "gut feeling" that you can't lose? If it's the latter, tread
carefully. Aspects are misleading, and this
wouldn't be the first time your mind has played
tricks on you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Be
positive by all means, but don't stray over the
line between positive and reckless. Planetary
influences make you just a bit too confident.
Unless you think carefully before you act, you
may regret it at a later date.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
need to come to a new arrangement with the
people you live and work with. Both sides
know the present situation can't continue indefinitely — either you get together and do
something about it now or you let fate take its
course and solve the problem for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Your
instincts rarely let you down. What your instincts tell you today may seem strange, but
your curiosity will surely get the better of
you. By this time tomorrow you will be glad
that it did.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Those
around you are full of good advice today.
Well, they say it's good advice. You can't be
sure — you'll just have to trust your instincts
and live with the decisions you make. But you
must make a decision of some sort, because
time is running out.
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Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Tuesday, October 1
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
always learn from other people — if nothing
else it helps you avoid making silly mistakes.
Even so, there are some things you can only
learn from experience. You may have to get
your hands dirty this year, but it will be worth
the effort.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You won't
be able to avoid a disturbing situation, either in
your personal life or at work,so you may as well
resolve to deal with it. Don't lie to yourself.
The truth may hurt, but it will hurt even more if
you attempt to avoid it.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Keep things
simple today and you will accomplish everything you need to accomplish with the minimum
offuss. Make things complicated, and you won't
know whether you're coming or going. Easy
does it, but DO it.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Why do you
instinctively trust one person but for no good
reason distrust another? You may not be able to
answer this question, but that won't change the
way you feel. If you find yourself on edge every
time a certain person comes near, then either
you or that person must depart.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): How well do
you know yourself? In some ways you know
yourself very well, but in others you don't seem
to know yourself at all. Planetary activity is
about to give you the chance to learn something
new about yourself. It may not be pretty, but it
will certainly be useful.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Times change
whether we like it or not. Something in your life
will change abruptly over the next few days, but
there is no use fighting for it. And why should
you want to when it is changing in your favor?
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Don't worry
about tomorrow. If you must worry about something, worry about what is taking place in front
of your eyes today. Is there something you can
do to make a partner's anxiety easier to bear?
Of course there is. You will gain from it too.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): Don't be fooled
by a loved one's happy face — behind the smile
that person is deeply troubled and sending out
subtle messages. It would be easier if the person
came right out and told you what he/she wants,
but since when have you known that person to
do things the easy way?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You have
right to get angry with someone for letting you
down,and no one would be in the least bit surprised
if you cut that person off your social list for good.
Wouldn't it be more dramatic, and effective,if you
did the unexpected and forgave him/her?
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): If you
insist that others behave in a certain way, then
you shouldn't be surprised when they do the
exact opposite of what you ask them. The dictatorial approach won't work today. If you treat
Partners and colleagues like children then that's
how they will act, with predictable results.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): It is one
thing to respect others' positions in society. It is
quite another to accept that they know best simply because they enjoy a certain status. You
Will be at odds with someone in a position of
authority. However hot it gets, don't compromise your integrity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Even
Aquarians have moments of doubt, and you are
beginning to wonder if your'e big enough and
bold enough to complete the task you've set for
Yourself. You are and you must. You may be
scared on the inside, but you must look brave on
the outside.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): It's at mo=
ments such as these that dark clouds part, the
Sun shines through and you realize how much
you could achieve if you really put your mind to
Today's vision will soon fade, but the memory will remain. Use it well, and there's nothing
You can't do.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No.0805
ACROSS
Give a Bronx
cheer to
5 Camel features
10 Dog's
annoyance
14 Region
15 W.W. II plane
Gay
16 Melon
throwaway
17 Party munchies,
e.g.
19 Within: Prefix
20 Comic book
heroes
21 "Return to—'
23 Smart, as
students
26 Waterfall
27 Submarine
detection
systems

name in
copiers
luck!"
29"
30 Army vehicle
31 Brothers
35 "I'd hate to
break up —"
36 Ram,
astrologically
37 Rolling in money
38 Like most
postage stamps:
Abbr.
39 Female
sweetheart
40 Spotted horse
41 Politico North
43 Teeter-totter
44 Fix indelibly
47 Equilibria
48 Evolution
theorist Charles
28 Big

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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SOO DOOM 00M00
mum appHus
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

and
—(1920's
murder case)
50 Bright thought
51 How a surprise
might catch you
57 Stadium level
58 Utah's
Mountains
59 De
(opulent): Fr.
60 Hourglass fill
61 Japanese
camera
62 Nerve cell part

49 Leopold

MEM Mallillill MINIM
dIll 11111 dIll
1111 11111 dIll
1111dill
III 111111
idIIll
liii
III
Ill
11111
lU4
11111
lull49 Ill
18

23

24

31

29

DOWN

34

32

30III

37

36

35

40

38

41

Brit. W.W. II fliers
2 Mr. Onassis
3 Buddhist sect
4 Zig's opposite
S Greek
messenger of
the gods
6 Starved
7 Apollo 11's goal
8 Arafat's org.
9 Inept soldiers
to Burger side
order
11 Figure skater
Fratianne
12 Open
(unrestricted)
13 Revere
is Newsboy's cry
22"-Beso"
(1962 song)
23 Christmas bird

26

25

27

45

42

39III
43
47

46

48
50

51

Il57
60

111

52

se

53
59

62
611111

54

55

56

III
111

Puzzle by Fred Piseop

24 The "I" in ICBM
25 VCR

button
26 Movie theaters
27 Personal affront
28 Hoist
o Choo-choo
32 Get the suds out
33 Play the role of
34 Third place at
the race track
36 Jokingly
ao Singer Bryson
42 My—,
Vietnam

43 Edberg of tennis
44 Prepares for
publication
45 Gymnast
Comaneci
46 Golf hole's
locale
47
voce

49 Thin
5252, to

Flavius
53 Rock----(jukeboxbrand)
54 Oft-rented outfit
55 Outside: Prefix
56 Cub Scout group

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money,career,
relationships,family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Photographs by Stef Bailey
and Nate Geyerhahn.
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ABSOLUTE SOCCER 5001b. GORILLA SALE
A MONSTER OF A SALE!

® Fisher Scientific
Annual Apparatus
and Equipment Exhibit
Wednesday, October 2, 1996
9:00 am to 2:30 pm
North & South Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
Refreshments

14"

Door Prizes

Entire stores marked down to 40 % Off
Shoes - T-shirts - Shorts - Balls - Warm-ups
and Outer wear Everything....Marked Way Down!
Saturday, October 5 and Sunday, October 6
22 N. Main St.
Old Town Saturday only
827-8201 10am-5pm

APIPA6 PUMA

Bayside Landing
Bar Harbor Sat. 10am-8pm
288-4699 Sunday 11-5

PIADORA

Absolute Soccer
22 N. Main,Old Town
Bayside Landing, Bar Harbor

Art MORQ

And who's gonna mess with
something that big anyway!??

••••••••
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• Football

Sports Brieft Blocked punt gives Delaware momentum,win
By Scott Martin

AP Top 25

Sports Editor

The Top Twenty Five teams in The
Associated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses,
records through Sept. 28, total points
based on 25 points for a first-place
vote through one point for a 25thplace vote, and last week's ranking:
Record
Pts
Pv
1. Florida(57)

4-01,664

1

2. Florida St.(8)

3-0 1,586

2

3. Ohio St.(1)

3-0 1,533

4

4. Penn St.

5-0 1,459

3

5. Arizona St.(1

4-0 1,389

6

6. Michigan

4-0 1,330

7

7. Nebraska

2-1 1,242

8

8. Miami

4-01,198 10

9. Tennessee

2-1 1,132

10. Colorado

3-1 981

12

11. Notre Dame

3-1900

5

12. Virginia

4-0874

19

13. Alabama

4-0836

14

14. LSU

3-0 770

17

15. North Carolina

3-1767

11

16. Kansas St.

4-0 754

16

17. Southern Cal

3-1 753

15

18. Washington

2-1 515

21

19. West Virginia

5-0 418

23

20. Auburn

3-1 410

22

21. Brigham Young

4-1 268

24

22. Northwestern

25

23. Texas

3-1 201
2-2 146

24. Utah

4-1 101

9

13

5-099
25. Wyoming
votes:
receiving
Virginia
Others
Tech 94, Kansas 89, Wisconsin 51,
Southern Miss. 47, East Carolina 44,
Baylor 42, Georgia Tech 19, California 13, Iowa 12, Syracuse 12, Minnesota 10, Washington St. 10,Texas Tech
5, Oregon 1.

Anderson hits 50th
TORONTO(AP)-Brady Anderson hit his 50th home run Sunday,
joining Mark McGwire in the 50-homer club this season and making it only
the fourth time that two players have
hit 50 homers in a season.
Anderson hit a 2-2 pitch from Pat
Hentgen into the right-field seats.The
homer was his 12th this season leading off a game, breaking the majorleague record set by Bobby Bonds in
1973.
Hank Greenberg (58 homers) and
Jimmy Foxx (50) both reached the
50-homer plateau in 1938; Ralph Kiner (51) and Johnny Mize (51) did it
in 1947; and Roger Mans (61) and
Mickey Mantle (54) performed the
feat in 1961.
Anderson became the 14th player
to hit at least 50 homers,and those 14
played have combined to do it a total
21 times. Babe Ruth did it four times,
and Foxx, Kiner and Mantle did it
twice each.

The run is over, for now.
The University ofMaine's winning streak
came to an end Saturday as the University of
Delaware used a strong second halfto down
the Black Bears 27-17.
With the loss, UMaine dropped to 3-2,
including a 2-2 mark in the Yankee Conference. Delaware improved to 3-1, 1-1 in the
conference.
After a strong 28 minutes of first half
action,things went drastically wrong for the
Black Bears. With the ball on their own 35
yard line, the Black Bears set up to punt.
Delaware strong safety Kenny Bailey busted through the Black Bear offensive line and
blocked Chris Binder's punt. Brian Smith
picked up the ball and was tackled on the
UMaine 1-yard line. Blue Hen quarterback
Leo Hamlett dove into the end zone,cutting
UMaine's lead to 17-7 with 1:54 remaining
in the first half.
"It was very, very significant," Delaware head coach Tubby Raymond said."That
was definitely a turning point."
UMaine head coach Jack Cosgrove said,
"That's one of the things that got them
rolling. I think we had played a pretty darn
good football game up to that point. It was a
major, major play for them. That helped
them at halftime for sure."
From that point on it was all Delaware.
The Blue Hens held the Black Bears scoreless the entire second half and scored 20
points themselves.
See FOOTBALL on page 16

• Baseball

Black Beartailback Bob Jameson looksfor a hole during action in UMaine's 2717 loss to Delaware.(Nate Geyerhahn Photo.)

• Roundup

Elkanich goal secures
UMaine overtime win
From Staff Reports

Black Bears
come back
to take two
By Josh Nason
Special to the Campus
The University of Maine upped its fall
exhibition record to 4-0 with a doubleheader sweep of the Community College
of Rhode Island Saturday night at Mahaney Diamond.
In the first game, Ron Coombs scored
on an error with runners on second and
third in the bottom of the seventh to give
UMaine a 10-9 comeback win. The rally
was set up as Rex Turner walked and
Coombs and Tony Fernandez notched
back-to-back singles to load the bases.
Turner then scored on a Marc Halsted
fielder's choice to knot the game at nine.
Jay Phillips grounded to the third baseman, who threw wide of first and Coombs
scored to win the game.
Right-hander Brian Glover started the
game, giving up seven runs-six earnedon five hits with two strikeouts and three
walks. Senior Garrett Quinn got the win,
striking out the side in a scoreless seventh
inning of relief.
Brian Wickett and Ben Gosselin also
threw for the Black Bears, with Wickett
See BASEBALL on page 14

Myrick, 20:01.8; Amanda Brewer,
20:35.8; Kristina Bue, 20:41.0; Michelle
The University of Maine field hockey Tolosky,20:41.8; Melissa Forrey,21:09.2;
team got back on the winning track Satur- Rebecca Zaner, 22:36.5; Kelly Gagnier,
day as it beat the Providence College Fri- 23:16.4 and Allison Dall, 25:31.3.
ars 3-2 in overtime.
Women's soccer: The UMaine womAnnie Elkanich scored the game-win- en's soccer team dropped its fourth straight
ning goal for the Black Bears, completing game Friday, losing to the University of
a hat trick with a shot from inside the Vermont 2-1.
circle.
The Catamounts got on the board first
The Bears got on the board first on an with an unassisted goalfrom Megan Mattes
unassisted goal from Elkanich in the first at the 27:70 mark of the first half. The
half as UMaine carried a 1-0 lead into Black Bears quickly struck back Carolyn
halftime. Providence tied the score at 1 in Fotiu's first collegiate goal, assisted by
the second half on an unassisted goal by Jen Reali at 35:09.
Paula Wagoner. UMaine moved ahead 2The game-winning goal came from
1 as Elkanich scored her second goal of Corinne Imperatore at 58:59 of the second
the day on an assist from Dedra DeLilli. half as Kelly Desmond provided the asWagoner's second unassisted goal sent sist. Vermont outshot the Black Bears 23the game into overtime.
7. Shelia Fenderson recorded 12 saves for
Cindy Botett had five saves for the 6- 3-4 UMaine, who is now 0-2 in America
2 Black Bears, who improved to 2-1 in East.Suzanne McAllister made five saves
America East. Jamie Soteriades had 17 for the 6-1-1 Catamounts, who improve to
saves for 2-4 Providence, who fell to 1-1 3-0 in the conference.
in America East.
Sunday, UMaine dropped its fifth
Cross country: The Black Bear wom- straight, losing to Boston University 3-1.
en's cross country team,led by Patty McBU got the game winner at 55:28 when
Cormick and Nichol Stevens beat North- Stephanie Stabers nailed a shot high off
eastern 17-42 in a 5k race held at UMaine. the crossbar. Kara Olivo added an insurMcCormick won the race with a time ance goal off a free kick at 78:53.
of 18:51.2. Stevens finished second, with
Sophie Lecot scored on a header off an
fellow Black Bears Jaclyn Maurer and assist from Renee Bussell's cross kick at
Kerry Suarez finishing third and fourth 9:36 of the first half.
respectively.
BU outshot the Black Bears 19-14.
Northeastern's top finisher, Katie Wit- Fenderson made nine saves for 3-5
tenberg, finished fifth, with a time of UMaine, who dropped to 0-3 in America
19:50.6. Gina Nelson finished next with a East. Beth Weissman made three saves
time of 19:58.9.
for the 7-1 Terriers, who improved to 1Other Maine finishers included Addie 1 in the conference.
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• Men's soccer

• MLB

Late goal leads BU past UMaine

Alomar tries to
look past spat

UMaine had a chance to tie the game shots he faced and was under pressure for
when a Terrier pulled down a Black Bear almost the entire game. For the last seven
with one second left, giving UMaine a or eight minutes of the game and the two
overtimes, BU dominated possession of
After 90 minutes of regulation and 29 direct shot, which failed.
ball.
the
With the loss,the Black Bears dropped
minutes and 33 seconds of overtime, the
knew they were going to play for
"We
game,
University of Maine and Boston Univer- to 2-5. It was their first conference
said. "Our skill level was
Reno
tie,"
a
BU
East.
sity were equals. Each team had battled making them 0-1 in America
When it went into overthem.
to
superior
East.
America
in
1-0
the other and had a number of great op- improved to 5-2,
to keep working hard
us
told
coach
time
Bear
Black
disappointing,"
"It's really
portunities, but neither could score.
and luckily we got
chance,
our
get
we
and
sec40
"With
said.
With 27 seconds remaining in the game, captain Kyle Gray
more
one
chance."
to
them
for
was,
it
whatever
Terrier Chris Reno took a crossing pass onds left, or
After playing 120 minutes, each team
from the left side of the field, trapped it score, it just breaks your heart."
surprisingly fresh during the final
looked
the
for
offense
on
ball
BU kept the
and redirected it past UMaine goalie Aaron
Both teams substituted frequentovertime.
in
showed
it
Weymouth for the lone goal of the game, majority of the game, and
fresh bodies on the field as
keep
to
ly
outshot
as BU beat the Black Bears Saturday at the stat totals. The Terriers
possible.
as
much
into
right
UMaine 28-11, which played
Orono in America East action.
"We were able to make a couple of
"I saw my left back with the ball on the Black Bears' game plan.
and we have a couple of
substitutions
that
game
the
into
"We knew coming
the other side of the field and he made a
off the bench," Reno
coming
guys
good
demore
were
we
so
cross," Reno said."I tried to keep my first BU liked to attack
real hard; we
working
been
"We've
said.
of
lot
a
had
we
"But
said.
touch in front of me and then I just hit it fensive," Gray
and we're in
preseason,
the
in
hard
work
easily
have
could
We
and wanted to make sure I got it on goal, opportunities too.
we can play
know
We
shape.
good
real
and it happened to go underneath the won the game."
to."
have
we
if
minutes
120
28
the
of
12
saved
Aaron Weymouth
goalie."

By Scott Martin
Sports Editor

TORONTO (AP) — Roberto Alomar
took a day off Sunday, closing the season
with a .328 average that matches the best
mark in the history of the Baltimore Orioles.
Standing a few feet from where Alomar would have been in the field was
second base umpire John Hirschbeck, who
returned to work after a troubling off day.
Alomar's last hit of the season was a
home run Saturday that gave the Orioles a
3-2 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays
and boosted Baltimore into the playoffs
for the first time since 1983.
Baseball fans, and Oriole fans in particular, may one day look back at that day
and remember the second baseman's clutch
homer and the wild clubhouse celebration
that followed in the visitors' clubhouse at
SkyDome.
See SPAT on page 16

Baseball

from page 13

allowing two hits and two unearned runs
in two innings of work. Gosselin struck
out two batters in his lone inning.
CCRI jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the
first on an RBI double, a two-run single,
and a two-run double. An RBI single and
a run-scoring error made it 7-0 in the top of
the third. In the bottom of the inning,
Halsted hit an RBI double to open the
scoring for the Bears. He and T.J. Sheedy
would later score on an error to make it 73. However, a UMaine infield error in the
top ofthe fourth allowed two CCRI players
to score, and it was a 9-3 CCRI lead.
It was all UMaine from there, as Nick
Caiazzo's long solo homer to right field in
the fifth and a three-run Black Bear sixth
cut the lead to 9-8 before the final rally in
the seventh.
The second game featured game one
winner Quinn starting and throwing a 1-2-

3 first. Caiazzo opened the scoring in the
bottom of the inning with a two-run single
to make it 2-0. Pete Catlin came in to
pitch for UMaine in the second inning and
gave up three runs on three hits to give
CCRI a 3-2 lead.
Caiazzo notched an RBI sacrifice fly
and Turner hit an RBI single in the third to
help UMaine take the lead again,4-3. The
two would again be crucial in the fifth as
Caiazzo extended the inning with a bunt
single, allowing Turner to hit a two-run
single to stretch the lead to 6-3. Fernandez
hit a solo home run and Jeff Longo walked
in a run to round out UMaine's scoring in
the sixth.
Left-hander Bob Wiles pitched scoreless and hitless fourth and fifth innings,
but lasted only one out into the sixth,as he
allowed two runs on two hits in the inning.
Jon Dickinson came on and ended the

inning, and also pitched a scoreless seventh to give UMaine an 8-5 win. In two
games, the teams combined for 32 runs,
24 hits and 12 errors.
Caiazzo, who went 3—for-7 with two
RBIs,said he was glad the team won both
games, but that playing with the lead and
team defense are still two areas the team
has to work on.
"Hopefully next week, we'll look a
little bit better," he said.
Head coach Paul Kostacopoulos was
pleased with his players' effort, but said
they still need to work on fundamentals,
like throwing strikes. "There's no reason
to be behind 7-0. There's no excuse. We
have to stop doing that because once the
competition rises, we won't be able to
come back like that," Kostacopoulos said,
"I love the effort, but it's not going to
work like that."

Nick Caiazzo.(Courtesy Photo.)

UMaine Sports:

ONSTRUCTIMS
YOUR FUTURE? CD
BUILD YOUR RESUME.
Come learn how you can build your resume with The Walt Disney World' College Program. You'll be able to earn college
recognition or credit while gaining the experience of a lifetime! This is a unique opportunity to enhance your resume with
the Disney name.
Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions concerning the Walt Disney World' College Program.

the victory, the
defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Interviewing: All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and resorts: Attractions,
Food & Beverage, Merchandise, Lifeguarding, and many others!Ask the Disney Representative about special opportunities for students fluent in Portuguese.

Presentation Date: Oct. 7, 1996
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: 100 Donald P. Corbut Hall
For More Information Contact Wayne Hasseltine,
(207) 581-1110
using keyword "Disney Jobs" or
www.CareerMosaic.com/cm/wdw/wdwl.html

Also visit us at Orlando Sentinel Online on AOL

(e)AcrisgeloWorlde
An Equal Opportunity Employer • Drawing Creativity From Diversity

866-5505

off large
or extra large pizza

$1.00

with this cou,on
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• NFL roundup

Giants shock Vikings, send Minnesota to first loss
Giants 15, Vikings 10
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.(AP) —
The Minnesota Vikings went to the fourth
quarter trailing once too often and it finally cost them.
Aaron Pierce scored on a 1-yard run
on a tight end around,Brad Daluiso kicked
three field goals, and the New York Giants defense set up the go-ahead score in
knocking the Vikings from the unbeaten
ranks 15-10 Sunday.
Phillippi Sparks' interception on Minnesota's drive clinched the Giants'(2-3)
second straight win and ended the best
start for the Vikings(4-1)since they won
10 straight to start 1975.
In each of its four wins this season,
Minnesota rallied in the fourth quarter,
outscoring opponents 42-3. However,the
Vikings just didn't seem to have any
spark in this game,gaining just 228 yards
in a major letdown after their impressive
win over Green Bay last weekend.
Warren Moon, who was 13 of 25 for
143 yards, had one more chance to rally
Minnesota in the final five minutes, but
was denied on Sparks interception inside
the 10.
Jaguars 24, Panthers 14
JACKSONVILLE,Fla.(AP)— Steve
Beuerlein returned to Jacksonville with a
new team and left with the same old result.

Mark Brunell, who beat out Beuerlein help the Detroit Lions beat the winless
for the starting job last year, directed Bucs 27-0 Sunday.
three time-consuming touchdown drives
Sanders has rushed for more yards
Sunday to lead the Jaguars to a 24-14 against Tampa Bay (1,763)than any othvictory over the Carolina Panthers in the er opponent during a spectacular career.
first regular-season meeting between last He gained 73 yards on 15 carries this
year's expansion teams.
time, but didn't hurt the Bucs nearly as
Beuerlein didn't play a role in any of much as he did four weeks ago in leading
the Jaguars' four wins last year. He was the Lions (3-2) to a 21-6 victory.
making his second straight start for the
Instead, it was a day for the Detroit
Panthers (3-1) for Kerry Collins, who defense, which forced four turnovers and
injured his knee two weeks ago.
held the Bucs to 74 yards in the second
The Jaguars (2-3) sacked him five half. Blades' return was the third longest
times and were in control of the game in team history.
Tampa Bay dropped to 0-5 for the
after scoring touchdowns on their first
two drives.
sixth time in 21 seasons. The Bucs blew
Rookie Tony Brackens had two sacks, fourth-quarter leads in their previous two
forced two fumbles and recovered two games to remain winless, but didn't give
fumbles, while Joel Smeenge also had a themselves a chance to do it again.
pair of sacks.
Steelers 30, Oilers 16
PITTSBURGH(AP) — The Houston
James Stewart scored on two short
runs and gave the Jaguars' anemic run- Oilers may yet challenge Pittsburgh in
ning game a lift with 32 yards on a 15- the AFC Central Division. Right now,
play, 80-yard drive that took nearly eight the Oilers aren't in the Steelers' league.
The Oilers dared oft-erratic Steelers
minutes.
Lions 27, Buccaneers 0
quarterback Mike Tomczak to beat them
TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— Slowing Barry Sunday and he did, throwing two firstSanders down didn't help the Tampa Bay quarter touchdown passes following
Buccaneers.
Houston mistakes to lead Pittsburgh's
Scott Mitchell threw for 230 yards 30-16 victory.
and two touchdowns and Bennie Blades
The Steelers (3-1) have won three
interception
return
to
since a season-opening loss to
straight
scored on a 98-yard
Jacksonville, matching their best firstDoes Your Heart Good.
month start under coach Bill Cowher.
The Oilers (2-2) missed a chance to take
the divisional lead and have lost five
American Heart
straight to Pittsburgh and seven of nine
Association
overall.

EXERCISE

The Oilers' game plan was to run
rookie Eddie George, stay close and let
Tomczak beat himself with critical mistakes. Instead, Pittsburgh won with almost an identical plan as Jerome Bettis
ran for 115 yards — his third straight
100-yard game — and Houston quarterback Chris Chandler threw two interceptions and lost a fumble.
Tomczak went 15-for-28, 202 yards.
Chicago 19, Oakland 17
CHICAGO (AP) — Jeff Jaeger, cut
by the Oakland Raiders in training camp,
got even Sunday.
He kicked four field goals, including
a 30-yarder with 11 seconds left, to give
the Chicago Bears a 19-17 victory over
his former team.
The Bears (2-3) trailed 17-3 in the
second half, but rallied behind two interceptions, three final-quarter field goals
by Jaeger and the play of 17-year veteran
quarterback Dave Krieg.
The Raiders(1-4)are offto their worst
start since dropping their first four games
in 1992. Oakland quarterback Jeff
Hostetler was picked off four times.
Trailing 17-16, Chicago started at its
23 with 5:44 left.
Rashaan Salaam had a 17-yard carry,
Krieg hit Curtis Conway for 17 yards and
then on a third-and-5 from the Raiders'
23, the 36-year-old quarterback found
Conway again for 10 yards.
After three running plays, the final
one losing three yards, the Bears called a
timeout with 15 seconds remaining to set
up the winning kick.

University of Maine

* Attention ALL Students *
Domestic Students:

International Students:

1996-97
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

STUDENT HEALTH
INSURANCE PLAN

Student Health Insurance Plan (Acadia)
The cost of the plan is $492.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan you must return a
cancellation card to the UMaine Business Office by October 4,
1996.

International Student/Scholar Medical
Insurance Program (John Hancock)
The cost of the plan is $592.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan, students must meet UMaine
International Program requirements and apply for a waiver.
Waiver application and verification of medical insurance form
signed by insurer must be returned to the International Programs
Office by October 4, 1996.

* Deadline: October 4, 199G *

The Maine Campus, Monday,September 30, 1996
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Football

from page 13
the pass that was held up in the wind.
sure they messed up."
"The wind was a factor. You saw what it
secthe
in
Delaware opened the scoring
to that ball," Cosgrove said. "It became
hit
did
Hamlet
ond half when quarterback Leo
ball."
jump
a
64-yard
a
for
Blue Hen receiver Eddie Conti
great to be back,"said Conti, who
felt
"It
touchdown.
because of an to injury. In his
out
been
had
UMaine
"That was a missed assignment,"
he had nine catches for 169
back,
game
first
defensive back Derek Carter said."The packto be a post, but I saw
called
was
"It
yards.
that
had
age we were in we should have
up on me and Leo
come
back
defensive
the
a
been
covered easily. It shouldn't have
It was a great
fade.
a
for
the
signal
gave
I
and
touchdown."
throw."
fourth
the
in
early
Delaware took the lead
UMaine came out smoking in the first
quarter. After forcing a UMaine punt, the
After stopping Delaware on its first
half.
48-yard
own
Blue Hens took over on their
the Black Bears scored on a 54possession,
two
on
up
line. Hamlet and Conti hooked
Fein to receiver John Tenfrom
pass
yard
drive.
52-yard
passes during the seven—play,
next possession, Chris
Delaware's
On
nett.
was
Conti
The TD pass was for 30 yards.
field goal, giving
38-yard
a
kicked
Binder
end
tightly guarded by UMaine defensive
lead.
10-0
a
UMaine
catch
to
Jamie Brown,who Conti outjumped
With 29 seconds left in the half, UMaine
the ball on the Delaware 29-yard line.
had
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Tailback Bob Jameson rushed three times,
including a 26-yard run and a two-yard TD.
newspaper
Jameson finished with 125 yards on 26carries.

UMaine had chances to get back into this
one but couldn't capitalize. Place—kicker
Chris Binder missed a pair of second-half
field goal attempts. With the ball on the
Delaware 24-yard line on third down and
less than a yard to go late in the fourth
quarter, UMaine called what could be called
a questionable play. Quarterback Mickey
Fein threw a deep pitch to his left to Bob
Jameson, who was stuffed for a 4-yard loss
by Bailey.
"Kenny Bailey didn't check with the
motion,"Cosgrove said."They erred,I guarantee you. If you look at the tape, the guy is
supposed to go with the motion. If he goes
into the motion,they don't get in there.If we
call a pass play and they have that guy in
motion, they don't get through. I'm pretty

UMaine Sports:
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly

The Maine Campus

Spat
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Alomar can only hope they don't first
think about the nasty incident that preceded the game.
Saturday began with Alomar receiving
a five-day suspension from the American
League for spitting at Hirschbeck, who
ejected the player for arguing a thirdstrike call. Alomar appealed the suspension and got to play anyway.
Hirschbeck, meanwhile, did not participate in the game after charging into the
Baltimore clubhouse upon learning that
Alomar suggested the umpire has been
"bitter" since Hirschbeck's young boy
died three years earlier.
Hirschbeck was back Sunday, though,
even though umpire chief Jim McKean
said Saturday that Hirschbeck was through
for the season.
Jim McKean,head of the umpire crew,
said Hirschbeck wanted to come back
and that Alomar's absence did not play in
the decision.

The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th Boor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.

help wanted
Students wanted to help handicapped
student with getting up, meals,
driving, schoolwork, and going to
bed. $5.00 per hour. Call Bill Picard at
1-7170( Lown House, DTAV)
SPRING BREAK '97- SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH, & GO FREE. STS is
hiring CAMPUS REPS/ GROUP
ORGANIZERS to promote trips to
Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Call
800-648-4849 for information on
joining America's #1 Student Tour
Operator
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commissions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710
Needed.. needed Old Town Lodge of
Elks. Doorpersons for main lounge
and other weekend functions weddings -etc. Call 827-8499. Ask for
Gene.
Experienced Consumer Products Tech.
Stereo/CD/VCR repair. Part-time. NE
Sound Reconing, 947-0560
Tutors wanted for BVA 337, COS 211, and
FSN 101. Handicapped student needs notes
put on tape, etc.. $5.00 per hour. Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170( Lown House, DTAV).
ATTENTION Everyone! Earn $500 to
$1500 weekly working from dorm/
room! No experience necessary! Set
your own hours! Serious individuals
call toll free 1-800-977-7262.
Wanted!!! Individuals and student
organizations to promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn money and FREE
TRIPS. Call Inter-Campus Programs 1800-327-6013 http://www.icpt.com
Tropical resorts hiring- entry-level +
career positions available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
etc.) Waitstaff, housekeepers,
scuba dive leaders, fitness counselors, and more. Call Resort Employment Services 1-206-971-3600
ext. R50675

Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2000+/month working on cruise ships or
land-tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal + full time employment available. No experience necessary. For
1-206more information call
971-3550 ext. C50675
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
Industry. earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month Room +
Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
(206) 971-3510 ext A50676
Eastern Europe Jobs- Teach
basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or European languages required. In
expensive Room + Board +
benefits. For more info. Call :
(206) 971-3680 ext. K50673
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find
out how hundreds of Student
Representatives are already
earning FREE TRIPS and lots of
cash with America's #1 Spring
Break Company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call
now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK

for sale
1993 Ford Escort loaded, one owner
58K miles ask $5500 866-3403
House for sale unique 2 br 1 bath 500
sq ft house in Greenbush. In excellent condition $27000 941-9531
Climbing and outdoor gear
sale! Oct. 1-5 at Alpenglow
Adventure Sports. Main St.
Orono *866-7562* open 11-5
Clearance sale at Alpenglow
Adventure Sports this week!
Huge savings on climbing and
outdoor equipment!

miscellaneous
DO YOU BELIEVE IN GHOSTS?
HAUCK AUDITORIUM TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 AT 7:00 PM
Come see America's Top Ghost
Hunters!!! Hauck Auditorium
Tuesday, October 8 at 7:00PM
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit, get
fast, get real. Martial arts 2 nites/
week $35/mo. Call Ray @ 827-5821
Yo, Greeks! Finest dunk tank around
avail, for your bash. Best price in
area. Rent before too cold. 827-5821
Bear Brew Pub welcomes
you back with dollar draft
nights Mon- Wed after 9PM
this week Honey Bear Brown.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over
$6 billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info. call: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F50675
Transcriptionist wants part-time
work. Experience in interviews
and research tapes. Own computer. Call Skip 942-5457
Stereo speakers blown? Stereo
equipment the fritz? Call NE Sound
Reconing for fast Service 947-0560
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Niman's Big & Tall Men's Shop 25
Washington St. Penobscot Plaza. Clip
ad and save 20%. Call 942-4980.
Boss Hog must go vote Perot.
Call 866-2650
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat 81 steam plant parking lot...pumpkins,
apples, coffee & bagels

lostand found
LOST BOOK "MAKE GIFTS" at Union or
Library. Return to Orono Public Library
or call 827-4270

Stainless steel 10 oz. coffee mug
lost 9/26. Huge reward. Call 866JUDY
Found- Anklet/bracelet found near
Hart Hall. Silver and green beads.
Call 581-8538 to claim.
LOST PAGER Lost 9-6 at York
Village. REWARD 581-7303
Watch found on Mall Friday the 6th.
If lost call Vinnie at 827-8706

apartments
Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts walking
distance to UMO 866-2816
5 Bedroom, 2 full baths.
Townhouse, close to UM, modern,
clean, carpeted, decks ft. & rear. Tr level. River access. Pet ok, privacy.
Heat, water, sewer & more incl.
$875. mo..827-6212
10 min to U.M. All utilities pd
including cable. Call Landlord @
207-339-2043 or 827-6744. Price
$200 per month.
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute walk
to UMO 866-7888
Roommate Wanted. X-Large bedroom, X-large closet in 3 BR apt. Close
to Univ. Pet ok. Privacy..Call 827-621 A
Dorm-style rooms only $185 per month,
per person. On campus everything
included. No alcohol. 866-0283
Large 3-4 bedroom avail. immediately. Walking distance to campus no pets. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.

personals
BE INDEPENDENT. Register to vote
Independent. Join the Independent
Party Box 345 Stillwater 04489
1-PARTY..Independent Party for
Maine. We kick ass and we know
whose ass needs kicking! will
I-PARTY now you can too! Join the
Independent party for Maine.
Register to vote Independent

3 days •3 lines •3 bucks

